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Shogun 2 guide shimazu

By Hasarkknight | Forum threadThis guide and wrote and tested while playing on very difficult difficulty. Other levels of difficulties may pose different challenges, but this should act as a guideline in all cases. For tips on mythical difficulty, see swra Latckretcnin Forum. In the far south of Japan, Shimazu
has an excellent start position: quick access to trade points, an island easily defended as a home area and some nice clan bonuses they're a popular choice among shogun 2 players. Below you'll find a preview to help you make the most of its huge potential. The first six turns are described on a turn-
based basis by turn. When you've completed those you'll be on your way to control trade points throughout the south coast, you've eliminated Ito, and you've begun recruiting the backbone of your katana samurai armies. This guide then contains more general trends for the rest of the campaign. Drive
early turn 1 send your daimyo from your capital to join your army, then march towards the first town of Ito and surround it. As you will see, there is a small garrison and a larger army nearby. To minimize injuries, you should get assaulted immediately. If you then post on the right side of the map you'll be
able to cut back the refoulements before they can join the defenders of the castle. With the numbers and terrain on your side you can overcome them with minimal injuries before taking over the castle. When asked, choose to occupy it. This will complete the task of establishing a foothold? Which gives you
one extra employment in all provinces for four turns. Train a unit of samurai katana in your capital and start building a port in the coastal village. Repair the castle in the newly occupied city. Public order is too low to exempt them from taxes will not keep them satisfied, so keep taxes for now. Start looking
at Bouchido. Your turn ended up turn 2 Osumi is very unruly at the moment to leave already, so recruit two Yari Achigaru and adjust the taxes as needed. Start building on the roads in Satsuma to allow you to move armies around faster. Turn 3 start searching for an attack strategy. You will want to get the
sword method as soon as possible to further strengthen your samurai katana and get a free unit of them for the mission that you get turn 2. Send the newly trained Katana Samurai to Ossumi when you get there, transfer taxes again. Your port is finished, so build the Capua arch there. These will be used
to maintain trading points while you are building commercial ships. Turn 4 the first big battle you have to fight against Ito when you attack them. Ossumi must be stable enough to move your army to take both Daimio and the public with you, but leave one unit of Yari Isegaro behind and exempt the city
from taxes to keep the population under control. Training another unit of Yari Achigaru in Osumi to help stabilize the province. Construction of a commercial port in Satsuma to continue recruiting commercial vessels. Submit Recruit Bow Kobaya to pick up a trade point directly south of your port. With your



army, march north to Ito County. You will suffer losses from attrition but in my opinion it's worth it because you can get to Ito city sooner. If you confront Ito's army, attack him and get him out. If you don't find any Ito they will probably attack you during their turn. The area provides some nice hills you can
use to defend it you should be able to defeat them. Don't forget to use your mob generals up enemy routers so you don't have to fight them again. Move as far as possible towards the city of Hiuga Castle. Turn 5 move your army towards more castle than Hiuga, and deal with any Ito (remnants of the
former army or new troops) as you encounter them. Another training bow of Kobaya in Sitssuma. Turn 6 the final part of the early campaign: Besieging Saito to defeat Ito. The army can now surround Saito, The Fortress of Hiuga. The size of the garrison depends on whether you encounter the Ito Army
turn 5, so see and decide for yourself if you want to attack the castle yet. If you don't they'll probably sally when you quit your turn, giving you a good chance to use a defensive position on the hill to defeat them. In both cases, they occupied the settlement. Training unit of Yari Achigaru in Osumi and unit of
Katana Samurai in Sitsuma. Start searching for the way from the sword and move your new Coupe bow to your southwest trade point. Turn 7 If you haven't captured Ito Castle yet, go ahead and occupy the province now. With Hyuga under your control you have a solid base on Kyushu. Your position on
turn 6 or 7. Your position on turn 6 or 7. With a fixed base on Kyushu you can take a short break to build your economy and troops. Build as many commercial ships as you can and send them to occupy the trade areas around you. When you can afford it build a navy to protect your merchant ships from
pirates and enemy gangs. Also don't forget to upgrade your farms and roads as they earn a lot of money in the long run and will make you less dependent on commercial income. During this time prepare for war to conquer the rest of Kyushu. Shawn and Sagara are likely to attack you, so always be
prepared to defend the attack and respond to it. The A.P. agency is often subject to counterattack after the enemy army repelled an attack immediately. This will help you control Kyushu, although of course you must take the lead and attack your enemies whenever you are strong enough. Keep using the
samurai katana as the backbone of your armies to replace any left over ashigaru. With Kyushu United under your banner you have two options: you can cross the land bridge in the north to invade Honshu or invade Shikoku by sea. I prefer the latter, as the island does not provide a base large enough for
Chosokabe to become very strong. Most importantly, Shikoku is a good base for attacks on Honshu and puts you close enough to hit in with a lower risk of being beaten yourself. If you choose this route, it's a good idea to stick with whoever controls the greater southern part of Honshu so that your suite is
safe. A late drive after the takeover of Shikoku must start preparing for the division of the domain. Get your navy ready to defend your merchant ships and sink enemy invasion fleets. I recommend you to specialize a general or two in naval combat to help with this while two others specialize in ground
combat when you feel strong and rich enough to take on other clans it's time to invade Honshu. Now, one or two clans will control everything west of Kyoto, so there will be a good amount of badly defended provinces. This is where you must hit first, as it will give you a base of operations at low cost. Two-
sided attack: one army ground in southwest Honshu and the other southeast of Kyoto. These two other squash clans between them later on a meeting in Kyoto can take down the ancient shogunat together. After you have conquered a few areas you will get angry shogun and declare you an enemy of the
state. The remaining clans will declare war on you; It can keep it on your side of the money, but it's not worth it because it's cheaper to collect another army and conquer them. The most important thing to remember is to keep moving. All other clans combined are stronger than you so you can't win through
just defense. Don't wait for new buildings to start recruiting new units and pay with what you have as much as you can. This is not a time of rest, this is a time of all-out war. When your armies finally arrive in Kyoto, they must be able to endure them without too many victims, if you use them together.
Thanks to the lake area around Kyoto is easy to defend, so use this to your advantage and take some time to replenish your armies and rebuild your economy. After four seasons you will be the new Shogun. You still need some more areas for victory, so send your armies to the north and east and simply
pick up what you need. Now, victory is yours! The banner of Shimazu is drifting all over Japan and you are shogun! Congratulations! I've been playing all-out war games since Rome. However skip the total empire war because I don't have a good computer for the game. I got around to build my computer
and decided to buy Shogun 2. Since I haven't played seriously since medieval 2 I'm very puzzled at putting on a new campaign. How can I make more money? Should I rush a port to trade with The Europeans? I do not seem to have enough units to defend my city and any general advice will be
appreciated. ThanksPage 2 5 comments 06-08-2011, 12:54 #1 please, your latest strategies, tips and tips to play with the Shimazu clan here. Andres is our Lord and Master and can strike us down with thunderbolt Beer cans at any time. ~ Askthepizzaguy Ja mata, Tosaino 06-09-2011, 06:31 #2 Shimazu
Rewards: Shimazu is a proud clan, with a long history worthy of their pride. As for The Shimazo, loyalty is everything, and their generals are less likely to develop their own ambitions. Shimazu Katana samurai is cheaper to recruit and maintain in the field than those of other clans; They can also recruit
samurai armed with superior katana. The clan can trace its origin to Minamoto Yuritomo, the first founder of Shogun Kamakura. In 1187, Yuritomo appointed his son Tadhisa as military governor of South Kyushu. The young man took the name of Shimazu in Hiuga Province, the seat of his government, as
his seat. Thanks to a well-organized army and administration, abundant local resources and a certain distance between Kyushu and the Kamakura Court, the Shimazu clan has become rich and powerful. However, they did not disappear: when their followers in Tanigashima met strange people drowning
from the other side of the world, The Shimazo was quick to see that trade with these Europeans from the Narban might be worthwhile. Now, under Dimio Shimazu Takahisa, the clan has a chance for true greatness. Their original province, Satsuma, is safe and they are at peace with Sagara in Higo
province to the north. Hugo, however, is an attractive target for expansion because of the war horses that can be found there. There is a small issue of war with the Ito clan in the provinces of Osumi and Hiuga, but once these local difficulties are resolved the distance from Kyushu to Shogun Palace is not
so great after all the increased loyalty to all the generals reduced recruitment costs and maintenance of the Samurai Katana superior heroes can recruit superior Katana samurai setup: the beginning of Shimazu on The Qiu. They initially controlled only one province, Satsuma, in the southwestern corner of
Kyushu. Satsuma begins with level 1 castle, sword school. As Shimazu, it is clear that your goal must be to secure Kyushu before spreading elsewhere, stirring up the division of the field. Fortunately, Kyushu insurance is the hardest part of the campaign, and the island will be a very safe base to fall back
on. Kyushu consists of eight provinces, divided between five clans. However, there are six key players in kyushu's fate, and possibly also eight if Christian and Buddhist rebels enter the battle, which is very likely. In terms of the province's specialty, Kyushu is the most strategic location in all of Japan.
Satsuma County, your starting county, has a blacksmith specialty. This starts as a counter, which gives a small bonus to all the samurai assigned here. However, in the early game this still does not make the samurai worth recruiting more than Ishigaro. Later, you will be rich enough and safe enough to
upgrade this mourning to either a yellowish or a weapons maker. Accelerator gives bonus to shields for all units recruited in Province. Alternatively, you could upgrade to the weapons maker, which gives a reward for the melee attack to all units recruited in the province. Early in the campaign, before the
unification of Kyushu, the yellowish is certainly more valuable than the weapons maker, because the shield bonus is useful for all units, while the melee bonus is almost useful for Bo Achigaru. However, Bezen County has a speciality character that makes bowmen superior, so after the unification of
Kyushu you will not be training any bow units in Satsuma. Therefore, you can consider demolishing your armored device and building an armormaker instead. It depends on your personal preferences. Higo County on the west coast of Kyushu has a warmatal specialty, which is also fertile. So, this will be
your knights county. You should also make sure to give priority to upgrading farms there if they are not already, because they will be very productive. One thing to note about stables is that they are very likely to be at the basic level when picking up a interrupt. This is because Hugo is owned by a single
county clan with a peaceful mood, so they are poor and never expand to fix it. You will most likely have to upgrade the stables, pastures and castle (in order to build a sword school, yari drilling yard, or shooting range to train up some katana cavalry, yari knights, or albu knights respectively) yourself - quite
an expensive task, and the cavalry will be able to train certainly not cheap. Bongo Province east coast of Kyushu. This province has a maritime tradition and also an upgraded port to boot. One can jump with joy at this, after all that is a high-level outlet that gets one for free (except for a pile of corpses, of
course). But don't be fooled: Bungo County is a house of terror for whoever holds it! This is because Bungo has nanban trade port, and on top of that clan that carries Bungo is a Christian, there is a missionary located there to boot. If Bungo is not 100% Christian with the beginning of the game, it will
certainly be by the time it reaches it, along with almost all of The North Kyushu. Therefore, Bongo should not be a priority. When you're not caught, their specialty of maritime traditions will be worth having nothing as you will be forced to demolish nanban's trade port (unless you plan on going Christian in
the campaign for you, in which case keep it), and reduce the port back to level 1 coastal village. I recommend turning (Bongo) into your religious province you will have to build a monastery anyway in order to contain the Christian problem, and you can certainly train some excellent monks out of those
pesky Kirishitans. It is almost inevitable that when it turns to conquer north Kyushu that the majority of the population will be Christian, but Bongo is always worse, so sticking to this province is always difficult for a long time. Located at the north-eastern tip of Kyushu, Bozen County has a specialization in
craft work. This one Buzen your province for the churning of high quality brackets. Most of the time Buzen will already be upgraded from fort to stronghold by the time it reaches it, so there will be an additional building slot there. I would recommend demolishing everything that was built there previously and
instead throwing the monastery, for Bozen is another one of the disturbing Christian counties. Be sure to upgrade the craftsmen to Fletcher if you want a shooting bonus! Paper mills give more income but no precision bonus. Tsukoshi Province takes the north-central part of Kyushu. This province has a
specialty of philosophical traditions, which is arguably the second best specialty in the game after Smithing. Philosophical heritage offers many huge rewards. First of all, the basic level 1 school by default training Metsukes that has already been leveling 1 rank. This can develop any way you want, and if
you are smart and build markets in almost every empty building slot then you will be able to undulating from the Mitsukis of Tsukoshi, each one specialized for cetain mission: capture, manage, bribe, etc. But there is more to the philosophical tradition of this. You can also get a 10% default increase to
master the arts, which will dramatically increase the rate you can move through the technology tree and let you reach the furthest down the technology tree in the game. By developing your school into a library you get the greatest reward for mastering the arts, and if you upgrade to a Confucian academy,
the reward for mastering the arts is 33% amazing. However, if you choose to go down another fork by developing the school to a judge, you can enable Mitsukis with xp more to be trained. Difficult choice, but I would suggest upgrading to a library. This is because the library is almost the only way to get
such a great mastery bonus, but you can better train Metsuke anyway by upgrading the market in Tsukoshi to the rice exchange. In fact, this will be the only province I recommend to do so. Heisen County is located on the northwest coast of Kyushu. This is an interesting province, because it is a) almost
always 100% Christian because B) the clan of starts with Hizen almost always invades all of North Kyushu before converting it to Christianity, leading it to C) build nanban trade port and D) upgrade the castle on a large scale, until you reach the level of the castle! Simply put: Win Hizen. You will always be
your richest province but unfortunately, that nanpan trade port and the whole Christian thing really made Heisen pain in the backside. Often they get very excited with Christianity and missionary construction, then train loads of missionaries, whohave very disturbing effects to deal with. However, Heisen is
worth all the effort that flowed in keeping it. But there is only half the story: Hizen is also a specialty of maritime traditions, and if you catch Hizen soon enough, before The clan can build nanban trade port, you will be able to maintain their military port. Yes, you will be able to get out of everything you might
possibly need for a complete and balanced freedom right there in the weight. But things are going from big to awesome if you upgrade your colony trader to a pirate hideout, because then all your ships come with a huge XP bonus. From Heisen you will come to the navy that will invade the seas of Japan. I
would highly recommend not to upgrade to a warehouse, although the income bonus may be tempting, you have four or five Kyushu trading contracts that will explode your income. The best navy is the best option in this case. In the south-eastern provinces of Ossumi and Hiuga, there are no specialties in
the province. Therefore, these will most likely be your two least valuable provinces. Therefore, the province of Hiuga is barren, making it less useful for agriculture as well. Use it to build everything you lack. For example, there are no specialized ninja provinces in Kyushu, so you can feel free to build your
own sake-den wherever you wish. You can never go wrong with the market, either, as long as you don't upgrade to the rice exchange. Kyushu is a divided island. The clans on Kyushu are as follows: The Shimazu clan. That's you, player (duh!). It begins with one province in southwest Kyushu, Satsuma
Province. Satsuma County has a Smithing specialty that makes it strategic for you as a force production center. Shimazu begins as a record great clan in most respects: it maintains one province, shinto Buddhism, has moderate power and moderate prosperity, and has one enemy. Diplomatically, it
begins with the border with two clans: Sagara and Ito clans. As Shimazu begins to go to war with Ito and neutral with all other clans, including any trade rights. It is possible to sign a trade agreement with Sagara, but it is not worth it as you will most likely be at war with them by the time the four waiting
period turn before the shame treaties go away. Ito clan. They are your primary enemy, Ito enjoys moderate power and moderate prosperity like any other clan, but start with two provinces: Hiuga and Osumi. This makes them dangerous to you, as they have a two-to-one county economy. Luckily Shimazu
is there to relieve Ito from their provinces. Hiuga and Ossumi also have no specialties in the province, so poverty is to some extent. Ito also begins an alliance with the Utomo clan to the north in Bongo and Bezen provinces. The Clan (Sagara) they start neutral with all clans, and also their peaceful
temperament and trustworthy reliability. However, Sagara will always sign an alliance with Shoni at the first turn or two. Always, every time, no exceptions. This gives the Shimazu campaign its challenge, the destructive Shoni-Sagara Alliance. Shawni always do the workload while Sagara sit in their
province Go to war with two of them if you're going anywhere. Sagara begins with one province, Higo, specializing in war horses. However, due to the peaceful mood of Sagara, they do not expand at all. This means they are still without a large food supply to enable the construction of the castle so that
they can build an extra opening for the cavalry. Therefore, Hugo County is left to you to develop on your own. The Otomo clan can say about the Otomo that they carry the fate of all Kyushu in their hands. But they cannot live to see it and its decisive impact on politics in the region in particular derives
from two things, one temporary and one long-term. Otomo can decide whether you live or die in the critical Kyushu phase of your campaign based on the time of death selection. They are caught in an unfortunate sandwich between the powerful Shoni and Oshi clans. The otomo, together with their
provinces, outnumbered by 1:2 on The Shouni, with two provinces, and Oshi, which also has two provinces. The Uchi offers anvil, starting with the extreme Western ramen of Honshu. With the navy they're cannibalous automo trade routes and bankrupt them. Uchi never get anything from the war against
Utomo because they are already at war on Honshu and the movement points required to cross the land bridge between Honshu and Kyushu makes it impossible to pick up anything there on time. However, the Otomo does not have a brain but instead of a series of code, they pay an excessive amount of
attention to Uchi and are then captured by a huge, deadly hammer that is the Shoni clan as they come swinging down on the hapless glass vase of Otomo. The end result is that you have four shuni province superpowers in northern Kyushu, as well as their allies Sagara one province, facing against you,
and Shimazu, with three lousy provinces. The long-term effect of the Otomo is their religion: Christianity. Bongo County begins with nanban commercial port and Otomo Christians. This spreads the word Christ like crazy through its territory, so that even though they live only for a few of the provinces they
hold are almost entirely Cristian. These provinces are pain to hold, to be sure. The Shoni clan are your main contenders for dominance in Kyushu, their inevitable victory against Otomo consolidating their power in Northern Kyushu and strengthening their power. Starting with Tsukoshi Province and Heizen
Province, they hold four by the time they are finished with Utomo. Then, they have a habit of converting to Christianity - every time. I arthroscopy that this is due to the benefits of nanpan's trade port in Bungo being too much to justify being demolished. But leaving it would spread a lot of Christianity to
contain, and Ssni would already be in a terrible straight try ing to control the Christian provinces they had captured. Solution: Conversion! And then there's More Christianity in Kyushu. Shony's power is not without benefits, though. With all its wealth, you will find that north Kyushu is extremely
sophisticated, with lots of upgraded castles and advanced infrastructure. Shawni begins with moderate power and moderate prosperity, has two provinces to begin, are at war with Utomo, and allied with Uchi. Editorial: Last edited by Populus Romanos; edited by Paulobos- 2011 at 21:31. Reason: The
clans of Kysuhu 02-28-2012, 18:29 #3 I think Shimazu is simply too easy so no one follows up with questions. Shimazu has the fastest access to Christianity among all the great clans to play, and has the rare luxury of building the Nanpan trade port in Pozno (wait until that province is captured) for
precision rewards on importing Ashigaru Machlok and European cannons. Please find more discussions about Shimazu's strategies in My Story of Shimazu. 03-16-2012, 04:56 #4 my first three goes in the legendary ended in a disaster within a few turns. The problem is that the enemy legal clan has two
provinces instead of one, and while you can easily take Ossumi in turn one if you then head to Hyuga Castle you have to take several turns to get there, and are fulfilled in their way by a much larger Ito army. And then you will come down on Sagara on you from the north with another big army. What
worked for me was an alliance with Sagara, waiting until turn 2 to attack Ossumi so I could add some reinforcements to my army starting, then wait ing in Ohsumi until the ITO pile appears - due to the stupidity of artificial intelligence in the sieges you can generally eliminate this army altogether, and
enough of the remaining troops left to head to Hiuga and hunt them before they can build a second large army. Hiuga itself but very worthless - the key to Shimazu's success is the three rich provinces NW Kyushu. The situation in north Kyushu seems much more flexible than the main island and it is quite
unlikely that your Sagara allies will stick to Hugo and prevent your north expansion for a very long time - and if they do you can take a ship and land an army in Heison. Buddhist monks have also found very useful in pushing revolutions in weak provinces that artificial intelligence then never seems to back
down and which you can therefore pick up later in your spare time. Having taken all of Kyushu you can then build farms and markets everywhere else from Bozin and Satsuma and build a decent economy while the situation on the main island develops - unlike in the middle and east rarely seems to get
one emerging superpower because most small counties are too poor to generate a lot of AI income. When you're not attacking the main island it's a good idea to simultaneously attack Aki and Iwami by sea first (assuming they are held by the same clan) these are the two richest provinces out there and
depriving your enemies of their resources is more important than progressing slowly and systematically along the peninsula - as long as you protect Aki and Iwami correctly and prevent Bridge to Bozen with a fleet you can probably ignore Nagato and Su. Then if the diplomatic situation is allowed to go to
Hockey, Bezen, Bingo and Mimasaka for their resources - Hockey and Payson need to be developed in the island's main employment centers as quickly as possible as the shutting down forces of Benzene and Satsuma is a very time consuming. Then i step along the north coast of the main island to Kaga
and Ichizen, which will be your recruitment centers for war in the middle and east. With Benzene, Hoki, Kaga and Echizen all the forces churning you can then deal with both is hold of Umi, Iga, Yamato etc 02-22-2016, 20:00 #5 a pleasant fact: on the level of difficulty difficulty we did not notice Sagara to
take military action against Utomo ... Unfortunatly came as a peaceful tribe, as their deserted fortress was attacked immediately (I mean after 2 turns when I was in hand), and as they tried to grab it from me and assemble the army in order to recover it, later saboutaged by my trustworthy ninja, Ottomo
lived for once to see some influence that they made - they regained the county, held by my enemies, making Ottomo dpear. Disappear.
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